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Roland Renson, an authority on 
Flemish culture, once wrote that 

‘the best way to preserve our 
traditional sports.... 

is to play our games’. 
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The Vision of the GAA is 
‘That everybody has the opportunity to 
take part in our games and culture, to 
participate fully, to grow and develop 
and to be inspired to keep a lifelong 
engagement with our Association.’
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GAA Gaelic Athletic Association

CLG Cumann Luthchleas Gael

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

TAFISA The Association For International Sport For All

GNP GAA Grassroots National Programme

NHDP  National Hurling Development Plan 

ICH  Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity

CAMÁN UNESCO UNESCO Hurling Heritage Commission 

FI     Fáilte Ireland

DAHG   Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht

HFPH   Heritage Framework Policy for Hurling

OUV    Outstanding Universal Value

SESE  Social, Environmental and Scientific Education

IACI  Irish American Cultural Institute

SIHR      Society for International Hockey Research

Abbreviations
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As a country, we had long underestimated and turned 
our eyes from the hugely transmittive Irish presence in 
the shaping of many world cultures. Perhaps this is a 
legacy from being what sociologists allude to as children 
of the nineteenth century where year 1 is 1845, and 
a critical mass of people suffering the post traumatic 
effects of losing near one half of a population through 
emigration or starvation ‘went in on themselves’. The 
irony is that as an insular swing takes place within the 
mother country, there also emerges a robust interactive 
Irish culture abroad like a gulf stream from which a 
fertile, international distinctly Irish scene emerges that 
was to replenish the roots of the old country, manifested 
best in a modern context perhaps by Riverdance.

Our Gaelic sports have thrived within this cultural global 
Gulf Stream and the GAA units abroad have acted as 
unofficial Irish embassies, sanctuaries like a modern 
Iona to the Irish peoples and new friends from different 
cultures.

No society can flourish without cultural heritage and no 
development can be sustainable without it. Awareness 
of this connection between culture and development 
underscores the critical importance of intangible cultural 
heritage – the living cultural practices, expressions 
and knowledge systems that provide meaning to 
communities, which explain the world and shape it. 
The heritage of hurling with rich, deep ancient veins is 
magnificent in its art form, powerful in its passion and 
beloved in the devotion it generates from thousands of 
playing, administrative and supporting constituencies. 

It is incumbent upon us to ensure that hurling takes its 
place as a recognised, designated and inscribed heritage 
practice at national and international levels and let both 
new and established audiences enjoy enhanced access 
and understanding of Ireland’s game. It is appropriate 
for hurling to take its place as a recognised masterpiece 
of the Humanities, and to become enshrined through 
the UNESCO Intangible Heritage Status.

Foreword

_________________________________________

Pat Daly,
Director of Gaelic Games Development and Research
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1.1 Introduction

The Heritage Framework Policy for Hurling carries with it a 
regard for the localised needs of hurling and while cogniscent 
of its tiered structures, recommends an overall equitable and 
across the board, bridged approach to growing tangible and 
intangible heritage links between the heritage sector and 
the stakeholders of the game of hurling through a universal 
approach to the dissemination of the sport’s heritage. The 
goal is to devise an overarching Heritage Framework Policy 
for Hurling of a conceptualised nature which draws together 
and maximises the best synergies of the varying strands in the 
process

In acknowledging the rationale underpinning the National 
Hurling Development Plan (NHDP) 2012, the Heritage 
Framework Policy for Hurling aims to meet the needs of 
addressing the imbalance in hurling participation through:

 Making the sport of hurling more accessible to both  
 the traditional and non traditional audiences via:

 1. Hurling Heritage Outreach Programme which  
  as part of future UNESCO inscription includes  
  the curricularisation of hurling, e.g. the  
  accreditation of hurling as a taught academic  
  subject within the Junior Certificate which with  
  its supplementing resource material would put  
  it in a strong position for attracting support from  
  teachers and students alike as an ‘option’ sport  
  within PE syllabus

 2. Hurling Heritage Tourism Programme which  
  focuses on making the game more accessible at  
  recreational and active participatory levels

 3. Heritage Inscription of Hurling at National and  
  International Levels with goal of achieving  
  UNESCO status for the ancient sport by winning  
  recognition through acceptance onto the  
  Representative List of the Intangible Cultural  
  Heritage of Humanity

Three Points, One Goal
The national and world heritage status of hurling to be 
achieved, maintained and managed on a full time coordinated 
basis across all units of the Association for the protection and 
promotion of Ireland’s ancient game through the heritage, 
educational and tourism sectors.

1.2 The Role of the GAA 
as Heritage Stakeholder     

On an administrative level the National Hurling Development 
Plan along with the GNP and Games Development Office has 
outlined the transmittive functions of the GAA in cultivating 
the knowledge and skills of hurling. Over four hundred coaches 
are deployed across Ireland's 32 counties for the coaching 
and fostering of our native national game and work closely 
with the thousands of club coaches in fostering the game of 
hurling in an informed, enjoyable and open approach. The 
National Hurling Development Plan (NHDP) identifies within 
the Grassroots National Programme (GNP).
  Games opportunities
 Club/School Coaching Link
 Cúl Camps
 Talent Academies
 Coach Education
 Referee Education
Within these key areas the focus is upon harmonising games 
development through identifying best practice, maximising 
participation and optimising playing standards. These reflect 
the central tenets of the NHDP. There is close strucured co-
operation with the primary, secondary and third level schools 
bodies for the cultivation of hurling. The Fun Do learning 
resource pack is a multi disciplinary coaching and information 
resource pack for hurling. The Céim ar Aghaidh outreach 
resources disseminate the traditional and enjoyment  values 
of hurling across the SESE strands of the educational system 
in Ireland. Coaching interactive platform resources at minor/
adult level coaching such as the Otú were founded upon the 

prinicpals of the Coach10 Initiative established by the Games 
Development Unit. Each hurling club is administered at 
community level and ensures the growth and running of the 
game of hurling. The game of hurling is also marketed not just 
by the GAA and its broadcast partners but by its sponsors also.

1.3 Hurling Heritage Resources 
and Management                 

The GAA in association with its partners will market, promote 
and manage the heritage of hurling, including enhancing 
visitor access to the sport and facilitating interaction between 
the heritage, educational and tourism sectors for the 
promotion of hurling, beginning in 2014 and fully operational 
for 2016.

1.4  The Policy Framework   
                                                     
This plan supports the growth of hurling and forms an 
inclusive and expansive environment for hurling. It puts in 
place a heritage programme that becomes a foundation for 
the dissemination of the cultural values of hurling and forms a 
keystone of international accreditation.

The Heritage Framework Policy for Hurling maximises the 
synergies of the Association and the other stakeholders in the 
heritage sector

Forward planning is required to ensure that hurling’s heritage 
initiatives will be supported and adopted by at central and 
provincial board levels and by other key agencies with 
responsibility for heritage management in this country.

The implementation of these heritage initiatives will involve 
both resource and management issues.

The Vision of the GAA is ‘That everybody has the opportunity 
to take part in our games and culture, to participate fully, 
to grow and develop and to be inspired to keep a lifelong 
engagement with our Association.’

Section 1: Executive Summary                                                  
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2.1 Context 

To achieve World Heritage inscription 
for Hurling we must as a people 
through our elected leaders, endorse 
the 2003 UNESCO Convention for the 
Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural 
Heritage and it is fitting that hurling 
as the de facto national sport of 
Ireland, and a living symbol of Irish 
heritage, be at the vanguard of this 
initiative. 

Intangible Cultural Heritage is 
Traditional, Contemporary and living at the same time.
It is Representative.
It is inclusive.
It is community based.

Cultural heritage does not end at monuments and collections of 
objects. It also includes traditions or living expressions inherited 
from our ancestors and passed on to our descendants, such as 
oral traditions, performing arts, social practices, rituals, festive 
events, knowledge and practices concerning nature and the 
universe or the knowledge and the skills to produce traditional 
crafts. The hurler and Taoiseach Jack Lynch was head of the 
Irish government which adopted the 1972 UNESCO Convention 
where it was stated in the final declaration that ‘particular 
attention will be given to intangible values’.

While fragile, intangible cultural heritage is an important 
factor in maintaining cultural diversity in the face of growing 
globalization. An understanding of the intangible cultural 
heritage of different communities helps with intercultural 
dialogue, and encourages mutual respect for other ways of life.

The importance of intangible cultural heritage is not the 
cultural manifestation itself but rather the wealth of knowledge 
and skills that is transmitted through it from one generation to 
the next. The social and economic value of this transmission of 
knowledge is relevant for minority groups and for mainstream 
social groups within a State, and is as important for developing 
States as for developed ones.

Section 2: UNESCO Inscription for Hurling
2.2 Aims and Characteristics 
of Accreditation Scheme          

UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage has three different 
categories.

The List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent 
Safeguarding is composed of intangible heritage elements that 
concerned communities and States Parties consider require 
urgent measures to keep them alive. Inscriptions on this List 
help to mobilize international cooperation and assistance for 
stakeholders to undertake appropriate safeguarding measures. 
During the period from 2009 to 2013, the Committee inscribed 
35 elements on this List.

The Register of Best Safeguarding Practices contains programs, 
projects and activities that best reflect the principles and the 
objectives of the Convention. During the period from 2009 to 
2013, the Committee selected 11 programmes, projects and 
activities for this Register.

The Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of 
Humanity is made up of those intangible heritage elements 
that help demonstrate the diversity of this heritage and raise 
awareness about its importance.

There are also two separate UNESCO Intangible Cultural 
Heritage (ICH) International Assistance Funds, the first for 
applications less than $25,000, the second for those greater 
than $25,000.

2.3 Achieving Accreditation    
                                                   
Action:
It is the objective to have hurling submitted as a nominated 
Element for inscription onto the Representative List of the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. As a proclaimed 
element on the Representative List of the ICH of Humanity, 
hurling will be highlighted across all UNESCO member nations 
as an essential component and a repository of cultural 
diversity an creative expression of humanity. To this end, 
Daniel McCarthy of The Heritage Factory has prepared the 

nomination form which will be submitted on behalf of the 
GAA by the State.

Having consulted with Ms Suzanne Matin, UNESCO ICH Section, 
a separate and initial application for UNESCO ICH International 
Assistance for under $25,000 has been prepared which should 
be submitted with the Irish Government’s ratification of the 
2003 UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible 
Cultural Heritage. 

2.4 Outcomes
                                                                                  
Recognition of hurling as having an Outstanding Universal 
Value (OUV)

Protection & Prestige
Symbolic Capital – there is a prestige for all UNESCO recognised 
traditional sports and a protective function through 
dissemination of hurling’s core heritage values. It also provides 
an international heritage status for our sport of hurling that 
opens up world support for the indigenous equipment and 
suppliers of hurling gear, and facilitates related protection of 
the craftspeople of hurling. It ensures unfortunate incidents 
such as the case of the PSNI officer in early 2014 informing 
a young Camogie player on the street as she was going to a 
match that her hurl was deemed an ‘offensive weapon’ – can 
be avoided through education and become part of a conflict 
resolution process which is a UNESCO objective as is respect 
for fundamental cultural diversities of communities such as 
can be observed through the Flemish Interface for Cultural 
Heritage. 

It is the view of their Belgian director Marc Jacobs that their 
traditional heritage policy introduced participatory methods 
and developed the idea of sustainability and provided the 
platform for community integration. The GAA has already a 
working model of the same in place through the African Gaels 
GAA club.

It is of note that Cushendun Hurling Club in the Glens of 
Antrim and the National Trust have already developed an 
embryonic heritage partnership.

The traditional stick game 
of the Araucano people of 
Peru, nineteenth century
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Promotion, Leveraging 
& Marketing
Inscription opens up access 
to hurling across UNESCO’s 
150 member states across 
the globe as hurling through 
UNESCO ICH Status becomes 
‘international’ property. 

This generates green tourism 
from non traditional hurling 
audiences that kick back to the grassroots of the game. 
There is a greater economic value for having World Heritage 
Inscription, and even from the nomination process itself and 
opens up the door for increased stated funding and possibility 
of tax relief/ VAT/Rates exemptions such as what applies to 
National Cultural Institutions in Ireland. 

Diversity of Culture
Gaelic Culture in Scotland has benefitted from the equitable 
nature of the UNESCO ICH Convention of 2003.  Community 
run centre hubs of intangible heritage transmission take the 
place of the ‘tangible’ museums in Scotland due to the oral 
tradition of the Gaelic culture in Scotland. 

International Development
It heightens international awareness and support for GAA 
club units abroad where hurling is played and such enhanced 
prestige provides an ideal leveraging mechanism for 
promoting hurling and Gaelic games in such satellite hurling 
outposts not just within clubs but through community and 
educational outreach. It creates a favourable esteem for 
second and third generation Irish descendant schoolchildren 
amongst their peers for hurling.

2.5 Benefits    
                                                                              
Enshrines what is already a de facto status for hurling in Irish 
society

•  Opens up access to both the nationalisation and  
 internationalisation of hurling
•  Strengthens hurling as a taught subject within PE  
 curriculum at JC level and incentivises Third Level and US  
 Erasmus accreditation of hurling as an academic subject 

•  Facilitates Collaborative Learning and ‘Collective  
 Individualism’ of hurling

•  A major marketing leverage for promoting hurling and any  
 of its recreational derivatives such as Iomain, Sevens or  
 Super 11s abroad

•  Hurling to become a leader in Green tourism through  
 both sport and heritage from grass roots level up

•  There is a greater economic value for having World  
 Heritage Inscription, and even from the nomination process  
 itself and opens up the door for increased stated funding  
 and possibility of tax relief/ VAT/Rates exemptions such as  
 what applies to National Cultural Institutions in Ireland.

•  Makes hurling more attractive for sponsors at home and  
 abroad

•  Creation of National Hurling Day & National Hurling Night

•  Showcases Ireland as an ideal home for the World  
 Traditional Games 2020 administered by The Association  
 For International Sports For All. Nominations will be made  
 at the TAFISA World Congress in Budapest 2015 to host  
 this prestigious event and this should encourage  
 reconsideration of a Tailteann Games type GAA initiative

•  Development of Hurling Club Trail/Network

•  Bolster Shanghai University of Sport linkages with GAA

•  Open up cultural ties with bodies like IACI, Colmcille and  
 SIHR

•  St Patrick’s Day promotional opportunities for hurling  
 (World Hurling Series/ All-Ireland Club Champions v International  
 Club Champions and tie in with micro hurling fests like Puc  
 Fáda and Iomain events

•  Supports sustainable rural development and  
 enhancements of local economies – positive impact of  
 capacity building for both urban and rural communities 

•  Enhanced prestige provides an ideal leveraging  
 mechanism for promoting hurling and Gaelic games in  
 international hurling satellite outposts not just within clubs  
 but through community and educational outreach

•  E-commerce and hurling heritage merchandising that  
 kicks back to the clubs

•  Affiliate to UNESCO Network on traditional Sports and  
 Games

•  Heritage Council to sponsor a designated hurling  
 competition.

•  De Jure status for hurling

2.6. Obligations

With UNESCO support comes the concept of the ‘international 
cultural property’ of hurling, with administrative obligations 
to support the roll out of inscription.

All nominations must have authenticity and integrity, with an 
adequate system of management to protect and promote the 
sport. 

With inscription comes the duty to maintain and enhance 
the heritage status of hurling on a sporting, educational, 
heritage and tourism levels and to date all ICH member States 
have referenced the importance of introducing participatory 

The first GAA inter-provincial match between Connacht and Munster 
as illustrated by Noirín Mooney - note referee on horseback.
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Section 3: Active Participatory Heritage 
& Recreation - Iomain 

3.2 Context

Iomain
Recent international trends suggest that the public is 
beginning to invest more time, money and energy into 
traditional sport, shifting from spectatorism to participation 
and from competition to mastery and exercise. They are easily 
transferrable onto multi sport facilities which can in turn 
facilitate the growth of hurling both at home and abroad.

Similar to the GAA/AFL International Rules in football, Hurling/
Shinty Internationals are held between Ireland and Scotland 
on an annual basis. The Hurling/Shinty Internationals involve 
compromise rules between the games of hurling and shinty 
but recently efforts have been made to develop a common 
stick which would be a hybrid between a hurley and a shinty 
stick. Initial talks between the Camanachd (Shinty) Association 
and the GAA evolved into the development of ‘Iomain’ a 
unique ground hurling game which is now being used to 
promote hurling overseas particularly in Canada, China and 
South America.  

In conjunction with the new stick, a new sliotar is also being 
designed for Iomáin. In developing the new sliotar it is 
important to have regard for the following:

 • Iomáin will be played on smaller sized fields e.g. soccer  
  fields - so the weight and dimensions of size 5 sliotar  
  would be preferable for the game as this would  
  avoid the ball travelling the length of the field.  
  However, the sliotar must be soft to avoid potential  
  injuries amongst beginner players;  

 • As it is a ground hurling game, a sliotar without rims  
  – similar to that used for the Super 11’s – would be the  
  most suitable ball because without the rims on the  
  sliotar the player won’t get the same elevation but the  
  sliotar will travel faster along the ground. 

3.1 Background

Iomain:
The development of a niche recreational event from 
hurling’s heritage roots is in keeping with the evolution of 
Irish traditional ball and stick games over the centuries. The 
original founders of the GAA were sporting entrepreneurs in 
their own right while acting in a conservationist capacity also 
in safeguarding the game of hurling. The development of such 
niche recreational offshoots of hurling while remaining true to 
the roots of the game are forged through modern innovations 
that renew traditional time honoured events between a sport 
and next generation audiences. Iomain exhibits completely 
recognisable traditional hurling characteristics and is even a 
throwback to the original ground hurling roots of the game, 
especially north of the Dublin Galway railway line. The use 
of innovative designs in growing the game of Iomain, such as 
the retrospective camán or hurl with its narrowed bás and 
extended shaft produces a next generation effects and there 
are instances of traditional sports combining in a niche event 
that grow from local into international phenomenon  such as 
the ironman triathlon, 20/20 cricket, beach volleyball.

Such offshoot, root games emerge from a concept of 
collaborative individualism, involving a collective of responsible 
individuals being held together by common cultures, shared 
world meaning and values.  Such niche or recreational sports 
can be described as design experiments; in the context of 
hurling, such a sporting derivative like Iomain can become 
test beds for innovations in the root game of hurling itself – 
rule changes in primary root sports by administrative sporting 
entrepreneurs organising the games often do so when of the 
belief that public interest was flagging. 

methods and  developing the 
idea of sustainable heritage in 
safeguarding their inscribed 
heritage and getting the key 
stakeholders to work together.

It is an awareness objective of 
UNESCO inscription to showcase 
the uniqueness of hurling 
beyond national boundaries and 
highlight its vitality and common 
importance to humanity now 
and for the future. 

It is also an ideal platform for 
integrating people into society 
and is an untapped social 
resource. 

Through certain national 
statutory provisions some 
existing local governance 
infrastructure is in place from 
the planning and development 
perspectives to observe the heritage status of hurling. 

Our national Heritage Act may also have to be amended to 
cater for the status of Intangible Cultural Heritage within an 
Irish context. 

The host nation state of the inscribed ICH element is obliged 
reciprocally to disseminate information and raise awareness 
of the role of UNESCO itself in safeguarding Intangible Cultural 
Heritage.

Hurling is tailormade to reflect the efforts of other successful 
nominations in demonstrating a capacity to integrate ICH into 
formal education and non formal modes of transmission. This 
is fundamental to the identity and roots of hurling through 
both school and club. There is an obligation to grant access 
to a wider uninitiated Irish population access to the natural 
resources of heritage and hurling is an ideal bridge to achieve 
this.

Clonca Grave Slab
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Monitoring play and players
Organising and directing resources
Deciding which policies and practices meet stated objectives
To establish a central registration booking system and player 
grading in an online platform to make the  recreational game 
accessible for individuals unaffiliated to GAA clubs.
Administration

Iomain meets the spirit of the London 2012 Olympics which 
tailored cultural and sport heritage programmes beyond 
mere nostalgic attractions, tailoring a practical multi purpose 
participatory programme with experiential heritage at its 
heart. Indigenous sporting heritage not only incorporates 
nostalgia, but also education, research, pilgrimage, culture, 
tradition and crucially, participatory sport itself. Celebration of 
heritage and tradition through playing tailored and accessible 
elements of our indigenous games in a general participatory 
and internationalised fashion, and not just commemoration 
lay at the heart of these niche innovations. 

Main Action Objective is to develop, maintain and extend the 
availability of GAA recreational opportunities and its extended 
linkages through heritage, social development, awareness, 
tourism and active participatory events programmes that 
will facilitate international growth and possible Olympic 
recognition of our Gaelic sports through accessible derivatives.

3.4 Inputs

 Establish Provision of Facilities at local levels
 The rootlessness of these games will be its strength

 Sponsorship

 Organising of Special Events

 Promotion and Marketing

 Local Management of Networks and Partnerships

 Evaluation – 
 provide local assessments to Director of Gaelic Games  
 Development .

3.3 Management of growth of Iomain:
Main Action Objective
The main current GAA recreational objective is to develop, 
maintain and extend the availability of recreational 
opportunity. To this end the GAA’s Games Development Unit 
has been actively developing international links for this game 
and there has been a strong response from hurling outposts 
in Argentina as well as Newfoundland. With the hurling 
shinty ties already in place, this both modern and ancient 
innovation of the root game of hurling is ideally placed to 
grow a World Series Exhibition Games (or explore TAFISA and/
or Tailteann games format and St. Patrick’s Day promotional 
opportunities) that can grow competitively and become a key 
conduit in the international growth of hurling. And capitalise 
on new international audiences engaging online through the 
GAAGO platform and through general television viewing.  

Action Points
Reconceptualising the setting
Importance of accessibility of transport for growth of informal 
recreation emerges in travel pattern surveys

Iomain, a Gaelic word for hurling is a recreational and 
competitive ground hurling game, developed by the GAA 
Games Development was inspired by the common ancient 
heritage shared by both hurling and shinty. Iomain has 
blended the master craftsmanship of the old form of hurley 
making with a narrower bás and slightly elongated shaft. The 
rootlessness of the game of Iomain in terms of its adaptation 
towards multi sport facilities will become its strength. A 
scenario may emerge where exponential growth would 
necessitate the formation of a hurling regulating body such as 
an International Council of the GAA to administer and further 
grow Iomain.

It must be recounted that hurling and the GAA was once well 
placed to have hegemonic influence in the Americas not over 
the past ten years but over 115 years ago. The hurling club 
of San Francisco was established in 1853. In the 1920s there 
were twelve hurling clubs in Buenos Aires alone competing 
for honours. New shoots are growing. Part of the 10th 
anniversary celebrations for the Federation Football Gaelique 
in the autumn of 2014 in Toulouse involved a match between 
Italy and France, and a brand new hurling club was involved 
in the event, the new hurling club of the Lycée Bayard (youth 
development: 16 year old players). Again, in a repeat of 
history, the ICC plans to expand cricket as a world game and 
penetrate markets such as the US and China.

 Recreational sport is heavily influenced by the heritage of a 
people and the desire for enjoyment, ritual and competition 
between individuals and groups. Also embedded within the 
very heritage of derivative sport is the same innovation and 
social entrepreneurialism which brought CLG into existence.  
Two fundamental missions that embody Iomain are the 
service and development of hurling itself. 

A Brock University Report into Traditional and Niche Sports 
identified hurling in Ireland as being in the same defined 
market as net ball in Australia, box lacrosse in Canada, rodeo 
and jai alai in the US, and sumo wrestling in Japan.  It also 
identifies how traditional sport events can promote tourism 
and heritage such as Olympic Games, Arctic Games, Canada 
Games, Asian Games and The Association of International 
Sport for All (TAFISA) World Games which emphasise 
traditional sports, and ‘Unity through Diversity’.
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Section 4  Implementation

Action

4.1.1
Formulate a National/International 
Heritage Plan for Hurling and best 
policy for delivery of aims
Market&Research Plan; 
Product Development;Outreach 
Plan;Implementation & Operational 
Programming;Financing

4.1.2
Seek legislative action on designation 
of official heritage status on Hurling 

4.1.3 
Hurling, Heritage & Outreach

Objective
 

Initiate designation of official heritage status 
to hurling

Initiate international heritage recognition of 
hurling

Local, regional, national authorities to 
protect & safeguard this status and provide 
requisite promotion and funding to achieve 
this

Review of the Heritage Act

Inventory of Heritage sites/collections linked 
to hurling

Incorporating within educational 
mainstream alignments
Certification & accreditation
Teacher training
Student Exchange(Basque, Brittany, 
Erasmus, etc.)
School Projects – linking with local clubs
R&D & applied research
Cúlcamps Introduction
Promotion of study of hurling

Timeline/Resource

January -June 2014
(Co-ordinator)

2013-2015
(Hurling Heritage 
Committee/
Co-ordinator)

2014-2015
(Hurling Heritage 
Committee/
Co-ordinator)

Costing € Output
 
    
Implementation of Strategic Heritage Plan for Hurling

UNESCO Inscription of Hurling on the Representative List of 
The Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity

National recognition of the heritage status of hurling to be 
enshrined

Improved access to the national sport of hurling & a better 
balance between organised competition and recreational 
participation

Resolution that hurling as a traditional Irish sport should be 
protected & promoted particularly with a view to improving 
quality of PE & SESE in education system with focus on hurling 
as forming a significant part of the intangible cultural heritage 
of Irish society

Curricular accreditation of hurling as a heritage subject

Modular development of Hurling as an accredited subject in 
international Irish Studies courses

Conservation awareness programme for hurling

Inclusion of opportunities to learn to socialise and achieve 
through Hurling Heritage Programme with support of 
responsive packaging

4.1 Hurling Heritage Project Schedule of Works  - Aims, Objectives & Costed Schedule of Works
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Grassroots Hurling Heritage Orientation & Visitor Information 
Programme, ensuring consistent quality programming

Club gold access to club, qualifier and league matches &  
designated heritage attractions for international visitors

Increase international awareness and participation in our 
gaelic games

Link Hurling as a key cultural heritage area in Fáilte Ireland’s 
Tourism Product Development Strategy

Synergising our resources in the heritage & tourism sectors 
with hurling’s in contributing to the social & economic well 
being of Ireland & harnessing strong heritage tourism potential 
of our games across the country

Co-ordination & Implementation of Heritage Plan for Hurling

Establishment of Hurling Heritage Committee/Steering Group

4.1.4.
Hurling, Heritage &Dissemination/
marketing

4.1.5
Co-ordinate the R&D of Hurling 
Heritage with Fáilte Ireland

4.1.6
Operational development

Implementation of GAA 2015 Vision Plan
Outdoor signage & Interactive Hurling 
Clubs Heritage Trail for every hurling club in 
Ireland
GAA Heritage Passport Programme

Facilitate sporting/cultural club exchanges 
within Ireland, eg twinning, discounted 
packages between countries at club level

International Hurling Heritage Touring 
Display aimed at Irish festivals in US

Holding of  Hurling Heritage Forum 
 Hurling Heritage Newsletter
ICT development(online)
Identify &implement linkages and 
conceptual base for hurling heritage 
programme within domestic and 
international cultural& traditional sports 
tourism in the Department of Transport, 
Sport &Tourism’s Statement of Strategy

Fulfill the GAA mandated mission statement 
of Department of Transport, Sport & 
Tourism’s  strategic policy 2011-2013 to 
‘enrich Irish society and contribute to 
economic recovery by supporting the 
growth of a competitive & sustainable 
tourism industry & increasing access to & 
participation in sport & culture’

Develop & co-ordinate the Hurling Heritage 
Programme & Network
Research, consultation, fundraising; 
interaction with statutory bodies, 
educational, community & voluntary sectors 
and other relevant organisations; 
Provide management function to hurling 
heritage promotion, policy development, 
programming

2014-2015
(Hurling Heritage 
Committee/
Co-ordinator)

2014-2015
(Hurling Heritage 
Committee/
Co-ordinator/Fáilte 
Ireland)

2014-2015
(Hurling Heritage 
Committee/
Co-ordinator)

50,000
Less grants/
contributions

Action Objective Timeline/Resource Costing € Output 
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4.2 Benefits of Heritage Recognition

• Heritage recognition for hurling is not just about  
 enshrining but legitimizing a de facto status and furthering  
 nurturing the sport through placing also an onus  
 on  governmental authorities at local, national and  
 international levels to protect the sport. 
• This would have enormous benefits, not just in terms  
 of  esteem but promoting the game, ‘nationalising’ the  
 game in the non traditional hurling counties and regions  
 through educational, sporting and tourism supports. 
• Physical Education practices and Irish studies courses  
 at  home and abroad would also have to take cognisance  
 of  the heritage designated standing of hurling. Cross  
 border hurling projects and strengthened links with shinty  
 can be forged through this.
•  Hurling would also have a new international platform for  
 marketing the game and building further in regions where  
 the game has already taken a foothold. It would also open  
 up the scenario of qualifying for state funding for GAA  
 units abroad, especially in the absence of Olympic recognition  
 of Gaelic sports.
•  In return there would also be an onus on the mother  
 ship, the GAA itself to make hurling more accessible to  
 audiences through spontaneous involvement while maintaining  
 and growing its organised competitions, and perhaps  
 recreational games of the GAA could help meet this balance
• Hurling is integral to telling the story of Ireland,  
 and showcasing its cultural values and ideals. The heritage  
 of hurling is not just a site or an object but a process that  
 through these things transmits shared ideals and values  
 of an ancient people and land. In the modern global/local  
 struggle, there is an increased premium placed on the  
 particularity of traditional sport.
• Future sports facilities type projects would have to factor  
 in the heritage status of hurling as would future players  
 grants to custodians of a living heritage. 

Heritage is the selective mining of the past in order to address 
the needs and concerns of the present and envisioned future. 

4.3 Fáilte Ireland and Hurling

Hurling is an ideal facilitator for developing the authentic 
visitor experience of Ireland and there is an urgent need to 
set in place a Heritage Tourism Interpretative Plan between 
the GAA and Fáilte Ireland to best leverage the unique 
tourism and heritage resources of the Association and the 
National games from grassroots level up. Hurling provides a 
readymade template to build on the success of the Gathering 
initiative from 2013 which was based on the pride of the 
parish. It is indicated that a series of club ambassador GAA 
Pilot projects should be initiated as part of the current Wild 
Atlantic Way programme. Fáilte Ireland have indicated their 
willingness to work with the GAA in building up this traditional 
sports heritage programme at club level and cite the links with 
the diaspora and hurling’s potential heritage tourism role as 
a ‘facilitator’ that would enhance the overall Irish experience 
package as being something fundamental to their tourism 
product development role. It is their view that to maximise 
and leverage the below would be subject to a full time 
dedicated point of contact Heritage & Tourism coordinator 
from the GAA to liaise with Fáilte Ireland

4.3.1  Fáilte Ireland Support

Fáilte Ireland Support would focus on working with the GAA 
and its Heritage & Tourism coordinator
• Hurling Club Heritage Training programme
 1. Diaspora links with ‘Club of Origin’;
 2. The growth of a Club ambassadorial role  with a meet  
 and greet function
• Upskilling and Network Development
• Local club community funding grants 
• Advisory & Support
• Marketing & outreach collaboration
• Active participatory sporting links – e.g. Iomain
Consideration should be given here to the growth of 
collaborative individualism, e.g.  an interactive online booking 
portal for mini GAA matches played in urban areas akin to the 
5 a side booking online portals or kiosks deployed in northern 
Britain 
• Support development of a ‘Whats on” integrated approach 
to marketing the fixtures of club hurling aimed at the 

international and domestic tourism sector  through print 
literature and interactive, immersive digital approach such as 
the GAA Heritage Interactive Clubs Map.
• Collaborative approach to marketing the present niche 
hurling festival events such as the Puc Fáda, Road Hurling, 
Iomain Fests, hurling camps/packages

4.4   Animation of the Hurling 
Heritage Programme

• Preparation and Implementation of a National Heritage   
 Plan for Hurling
• Preparation, R&D and Management of  UNESCO  
 submission and Inscription
• To protect, promote and pursue the growth of hurling  
 through a multi-faceted heritage programme emphasising  
 community level, club based interaction with the heritage,  
 education and tourism sectors.
• To seek and obtain governmental funding for the  
 development of the programme
• To ensure the long term maintenance and growth of  
 the GAA Heritage Programme through a standards and  
 accreditation programme.
• To work with the Games Development Office  
 in  developing a seasonal hurling heritage inhouse  
 publication and social media.
• Liaise with and report to the Games Development  
 Office,CLG

The scale of €45,000-55,000 budget would be indicative for a 
full time GAA Heritage Coordinator to animate and deliver the 
hurling heritage programme, inclusive of all possible related 
or sub contracted works, including publications, marketing, 
online activities etc. and all potential sponsorships arising 
from related works  will contribute towards the programme’s 
operation

Additional Benefits and ideas for long term strategic delivery 
of the GAA Heritage Programme:

1.   Visitor Information Ambassador Programme
Through this heritage initiative we can tie in a Visitor 
Information Programme at grass roots which links in with 
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4.5 UNESCO Hurling Heritage Commission – CAMÁN UNESCO

The Development of the UNESCO Hurling Heritage Commission 
– CAMÁN UNESCO
www.unescogaa.ie

CAMÁN UNESCO shall be the Irish national sport’s Commission 
for Hurling Heritage & UNESCO Education. It shall be affiliated 
to the World Federation of UNESCO Clubs Centre& Association

 Aims

 • Raise awareness, understanding and knowledge of  
  the heritage  of hurling and traditional sport with a  
  focus on outreach, tourism, culture and community.
 • Promote development of hurling and its heritage  
  through practical outreach projects and activities 
 • Promote the Ideals of UNESCO and the Representative  
  List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity
 • Linking the Sporting & Heritage Dimensions of Hurling

 Role

 • Advisory role to GAA and the Department of Arts,  
  Heritage and the Gaeltacht re UNESCO ICH promotion  
  of  hurling’s heritage – the Commission is created as  
  part of the nomination process to advise the GAA on  
  best practice arising from inscription
 • Advocacy
 • Resource Centre
 • Support the Intangible Cultural Heritage Activities  
  related to the UNESCO Inscription of Hurling as one of  
  the Representative Masterpieces of Humanity
 • Point of contact for the GAA Hurling Heritage Co- 
  ordination progamme and co-ordinator
 • Programme Evaluator
 • Outreach & training

Linking the Sporting and Heritage Dimensions of Hurling 
– bringing together the sporting and heritage dimensions 
of hurling as an opportunity for exchange between all who 
promote and play hurling with new audiences and enthusiasts 
at national and international levels.

5.  Sponsorship
To seek sponsorship and grants where applicable and reinvest 
in the development of the heritage & recreational programme. 

6.  Establish Provision of Heritage Facilities & resources at 
local levels
Conduct an inventory of current heritage facilities and 
resources within GAA at inter county level.

7. Local Management of Networks and Partnerships 
Development and implementation of the GAA Heritage 
network, including relevant research, consultation, fundraising 
and interaction with the statutory bodies and public agencies, 
the educational, community and voluntary organisations, and 
other relevant organisations.
Provide a management function to GAA Heritage Promotion 
– policies, strategic planning, care, programming/access, 
documentation and development.

8. Promotion and Marketing
Linkages/promotion of Cultural Heritage Programme with 
splash page on main GAA portal website where eticketing is 
available.
Liaise with the www.gaa.ie team in developing and managing 
a purpose designed GAA Heritage & Recreational Tourism 
website for one stop bookings, promotions and information.

people already employed 
at GAA pitches through 
Community Work schemes 
etc. and would help from 
games development and 
GAA Tourism perspectives 
also. Consideration to be 
given towards initiation 
of club “ambassador” 
scheme

2. GAA Heritage Passport
Visitors and participants 
to receive a GAA Passport 
incorporating “club gold” 
access to all hurling 
club, qualifier and league matches and designated heritage 
attractions, good for one year (maximum limits can be agreed 
before issue).
    
 3.   GAA Interactive Heritage Map & Outdoor Signage Project 
This signage project is already official GAA policy in its 2015 
Vision Plan and the GAA heritage initiative is ideally placed 
to spearhead it through a dedicated GAA heritage orientation 
built from grassroots up. Each hurling club in Ireland to 
feature in this project through both onsite and interactive 
club displays linking to local heritage and tourism.

Note: See the first of the GAA Inter-County Heritage Interactive 
Map Series that was presented to President Michael D.Higgins 
by An Uachtarán CLG Liam O’Neill at the Ireland Scotland 
International Iomain Fest in Clare as an example of this 
work – a fully immersive hurling heritage map with focus 
on community of camán interests has already attracted 
the attention of a leading third level campus company for 
prototype and would have huge potential benefits for club 
hurling and resources.
 
4.  Curricularization
Incorporating GAA Sports & Heritage Tourism within 
educational mainstreaming alignments, and through positive 
pilot projects. Explore merit of heritage outreach as part of 
Cúl camps heritage offerings.
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4.7 Conceptualisation of Hurling Heritage

In Heritage and Tourism: place, encounter, engagement 
(2013), visitors are conceptualised as being at the central role 
of a dialogue or act of communication between a heritage 
place and people. Simplistically broken down, our heritage 
and tourism is about people visiting places deemed to be 
special for various reasons, and these visits lead to complex, 
meaningful moments of encounter and engagement. These 
experiences are contingent on broader representational 
practices but also negotiated in performative ways. Heritage 
and Tourism then is a constellation of people, places, 
representations, imaginaries and performances. It is these 
moments, in particular ‘what happens’ during a visit to a 
heritage site that forms the overarching  focus of what the 
GAA seeks to develop through this World Heritage Hurling 
Programme.  

The Authorised Heritage Discourse looks at monumental, 
‘Grand’ Heritage such as listed buildings, castles, etc.. As 
a default setting, this has the power to exclude as much as 
to include. Hurling is part of the non Authorised Heritage 
Discourse which has affective and emotional dimensions 
through the engagement with the game, especially on an 
active participatory level. To date this most ancient, skilful 
and enthralling of sports has not been part of the official 
construction of heritage outside of ceremonial State visits, 
and there is vast potential and attainable opportunities for not 
just Irish but world heritage, tourism and the sport of hurling 
itself in becoming part of the ‘conversation’. The motto of the 
forum for promoting World Traditional Sports, TAFISA, is very 
much relevant to this configuration of the heritage status of 
hurling – ‘Unity through Diversity’. The GAA ethos of Social 
Capital is ‘Scáth a Chéile’ taken from the Gaelic proverb “Ar 
Scáth a Chéile a Mhaireann na Daoine”, literally meaning that 
we live in the shadow of each other, that life is lived in all its 
variety as a unified existence. Our National Sport of Hurling 
has always been a part of this Irish identity and ethos, and an 
intangible and emotional part of our ancient heritage. 

4.6 UNESCO Hurling Heritage Illustrative Chart


